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ERROKS IN APPELLEE'S STATEMENT OF THE
CASE.

The appellee has made a number of misstatements about
the facts which because of their importance must be cor-
rected at the outset.

The assertion on page 13 of the appellee's brief that
''the fire was discovered around 8:15 P. M. or a little

after" is a serious misstatement. It is based on a single
answer of the witness Funk which is inconsistent with all
the other evidence on this subject.



The following is the relevant portion of Funk's direct

examination (R. 263)

:

''Q. When did you observe the fire!

A. It was dark.

Q. Did you put in the fire alarm!

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What time did you put that alarm in!

A. As soon as I seen it ; I would judge around 8 :15

;

eight o'clock or a Httle after. It was dark. There was

lights there when I came up out of the cellar. I seen

the fire and I reported it.
'

'

On cross-examination, Funk was shown a written state-

ment which he said he signed in McLaughlin's office at a

time when he ''knew more about it" although he did not

know whether or not the statement had then been read

to him (R. 264). After this statement was read to Funk

in court (R, 266, 267), the trial judge asked him ''Do you

remember what you done that night," and he answered:

"Yes, I done that exactly as I said it. When I got up

from the bottom, the fire was burning" (R. 267). He then

went through the events of the night of the fire in a way

which confirms his written statement (R. 267-271). The

statement itself shows that Funk was near the level where

the fire occurred between 8:30 and 8:45 P. M., but neither

smelled smoke nor saw flames, and that he did not discover

the fire until about 9:45 P. M. (R. 266).

Appellee's superintendent Webb testified that he visited

the power house about the Chicago Bridge quitting time

on the night of the fire (R. 135, 183, 184), that he remained

"maybe 15 or 20 minutes" and "visited with Mr. Funk

for a few minutes" while Funk was wetting down concrete

(R. 184) and that he saw nothing unusual (R. 135). The

Chicago Bridge quitting time was 8:00 P. M. (R. 136, 300,

301). The obvious conclusion that there were no signs

of fire at 8 :15 is confirmed by the stipulation that Fillerup,

a government inspector, if called as a witness, would have



testified that he walked by the opening to the stairs at the
level of the form room at 8 :20 and observed no smoke or
flame (B. 351, 352).

Webb also testified that the fire was discovered about
9:46 P. M. (R. 192) which he admitted would be approxi-
mately an hour and forty-five minutes after the Chicago
Bridge men quit (R. 193). That admission alone estab-
lishes what the true interval was. In addition, McCloud,
the Chicago Bridge superintendent, testified that he ar-
rived at the scene of the fire about 10' o'clock P. M. (R.
321) and that no water was played on the fire through the
fire department hose until after he arrived (R. 323). This
uncontradicted testimony is inconsistent with any notion
that the fire was discovered at 8:15 P. M., for Webb tes-
tified that there was substantial fire for ''maybe 45 min-
utes" (R. 170).

Even Funk's statement cited by the appellee asserts
twice that it was dark when Funk discovered the fire (R.
263). Exhibit 5 (R. 83), a photograph taken while the fire
was burning, also shows complete darkness. It could not
have been dark at 8 :15 for the sun did not set at Fort Peck
until 8:02 on July 16, 1947, and it is common knowledge
that it does not get dark for some time after sunset.*

Section 93-501-1 of the Revised Codes of Montana, 1947,
provides that ''courts take judicial notice of the following
facts

:

'' (8) The laws of nature, the measure of time, and
the geographical divisions and political history of
the world.

"In all cases these courts may resort for their aid
to appropriate books or documents of reference."

thi^n?i'^''''^'''" ''^}}l^''^
statements is desired, reference may be made to

for mr ,nd fo fhe 'to .1^' "American Ephemeris and NauticalXa^^c"
w,/i ,1 L ? ^^^ Tables of Sunrise, Sunset and TWilie-ht" (1945) both

Sfbr^W h'
^"^^^^/^t^tes Naval Observatory. We havfnot inT^ided n

f-nn«a . 1
"^ computations we made from the tables above mentioned because we do not believe the time of sunset will be questioned



In State v. Slothower, et al, 56 Mont. 230, 236, 182 Pac.

270, 272 (1919), the Supreme Court of Montana took

judicial notice of the time of the moon's changes on the

basis of an almanac and quoted with approval the state-

ment in State v. Morris, 47 Conn. 179, 180 (1879), that

''the time of the rising or setting of the sun on any given

day belongs to a class of facts * * * of which courts

will take judicial notice."

On page 29 of its brief the appellee asserts that ''evi-

dence, believed by the court, and which the court had the

right to believe, established the fire was discovered at

8:15 P. M. or shortly thereafter, only fifteen minutes after

the Chicago Bridge & Iron Company employees left the

premises." This argument misstates both the evidence

and the action of the District Court. The District Court

made no finding on this subject either in its formal findings

(R. 38-46) or in its opinion (R. 27-37). The opinion refers

to the argument of the defendants regarding the length

of time the fire might have smoldered, but instead of mini-

mizing that interval, as would surely have been done had

the trial judge believed the fire was discovered at 8:15,

the opinion merely remarks that "there is no other ex-

planation of the fire and while that would not be sufficient

to justify a finding we do know that fires smolder for hours

and days even " *" (R. 33).

The statement on page 15 of the appellee's brief that

"in experiments made by Mr. McCloud after the flame

died out the board smoldered for a time" is not supported

by the record. The appellee's counsel tried hard to get

McCloud to say that, but McCloud refused, as will appear

from the testimony quoted on pages 33-36 of the appellee's

brief.

Webb's comment (quoted on page 17 of the appellee's

brief) that it was apparent to him that rivets "F" and

"G" had reached the floor before debris had fallen on

top of them (R. 140) was stricken from the record on the



motion of the appellants (R. 140, 141). Its use as evidence
is manifestly unwarranted.

The statement on page 18 of the appellee's brief that
the rivets in Exhibit 16, other than rivets "F" and "G"
liad fallen after the fire occurred is accurate only if it
includes the possibility that they fell while the fire was
burning. Webb admitted that he could not say whether
these five rivets fell in the course of riveting operations
or whether they fell from a scaffold plank which Chicago
Bridge shoved down into the burned area after the fire (R.
197). In other words, they might have been lying on the
Chicago Bridge scaffold when the fire broke out, and we
have shown in our opening brief (pages 35-37) that such
is the most reasonable explanation of their presence in
the debris.

ARGUMENT.

NEW POINTS IN APPELIEE'S BRIEF.

A. The Issue of Contributory Neg%ence Is Not Before
This Court.

The appellee has devoted more than one-fifth of its brief
to the question of contributory negligence (see pages 4-6,
22-28, 49-53 and Ap. 9-14). The specification of er!-ors in
the appellants' brief, however, does not mention this sub-
ject (see pages 13-18) and the appellants did not argue the
point (see summary, pages 25-27). No citation of authority
is necessary to show that a point which is not argued and
as to which no error is specified is to be deemed abandoned.

B. The Findings of Fact Made by the District Court
Cannot Be Supported by Any Inference Based on Non-
Production of Evidence by Appellants.

The appellee argues at pages 28, 29, 32 and 33 of its
brief that the findings in this case are fortified by infer-



ences from the fact that the appellants did not call as a

witness any employee of Chicago Bridge except its superin-

tendent, Mr. McClond. The trial judge himself, however, did

not mention such an inference either in his opinion (E. 27-

37) or in his findings of fact and conclusions of law (R.

37-47).

The appellee cites portions of sections 93-1301-7 and

93-2001-1 of the Eevised Codes of Montana, 1947, but these

provisions are obviously applicable only where a witness is

peculiarly available to the party who does not call him.

The record is silent as to the 1950 whereabouts and em-

ployment of the men who had worked for Chicago Bridge

at Fort Peck in 1947. It affords no basis for the assump-

tion that all or any of them were employed by Chicago

Bridge at the time of the trial, much less that they were

available to testify at the place of the trial. No adverse

inference can be drawn against an employer Avithout a

showing that the witnesses who were not called were still

in his employ. See, for example, Rohin^s Dry Dock £

Repair Co. v. Navigadone Libera Triestina, S. A., 32 F.

(2d) 209, 210 (C. A., Second Circuit, 1929) and Eeina v.

Rroadway Fruit Market, Inc., 304 Mass. 608, 611, 24

N. E. 2d 510, 512 (1939). See also the cases cited in the

annotation in 5 A. L. R. 2d 893, 913-915.

The rule is stated in 31 C. J. S. 849, 850, that ^^ where the

party having the burden of proof fails to establish a prima

facie case, no presumption arises from the failure of the

other party to introduce evidence peculiarly within his

knowledge." See also Stocker v. Roston d Maine RaiU

road, 84 N. H. 377, 379, 151 Atl. 457, 458, 70 ALE 1320,

1323 (1930) and the cases cited in the annotation in 70

ALE 1326 et seq. This rule applies, moreover, even though

the party who does not have the burden of proof elects to

introduce evidence in his own behalf. See, for example,

Epton v. Moskee Investment Co., et al., 180 Ore. 86, 94, 95,



174 P. 2d 418, 421 (1946), where an individual defendant
called a former employee of a corporate codefendant but
did not himself testify, and Girvets v. Boy's Market, Inc.,

91 Cal. App. 2d 827, 830, 206 P. 2d 6, 8, 9 (1949), where'
the defendant, in a suit by a customer who slipped on a
banana peel in its store, called its own manager but called
no other employees as witnesses. In the Girvets case the
Court made a comment which is very much in point here,
namely, that "the burden rested upon the plaintiff to pre-
sent evidence warranting an inference of negligence before
any unfavorable inference could be drawn from the failure
of the defendant to present evidence in rebuttal."

In Olds V. Von Der Hellen, et al., 127 Ore. 276 "^85-288

263 Pac. 907, 910 (1928), cited on page 33 of the appellee's
brief, the Supreme Court of Oregon deemed the direct evi-
dence sufficient to show negligence on the part of the
defendant and merely mentioned the defendant's omission
to call a certain witness as "a circumstance tending to
show that if he had been called his testimony would have
been unfavorable." The decision in Epton v. Moskee In-
vestment Co., et al, 180 Ore. 86, 94, 95, 174 P. 2d 418 421
supra, shows that in Oregon, as elsewhere, such an infer-
ence cannot be used to supply an essential element of apnma facie case.

The considerations mentioned in the two preceding para-
graphs are equally applicable to the argument made on
page 36 of the appellee's brief that an adverse inference
should be drawn from the omission of the appellants to
produce a written report of the results of certain experi-
ments to which the witness McCloud alluded. The appellee
did not demand the production of this document after Mc-
Cloud mentioned it. It appears from the references to the
report m the record, moreover, that it would have been
merely cumulative and corroborative of McCloud 's testi
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mony about the experiments in which he participated (R.

347, 348). It has been repeatedly decided that no inference

adverse to a party can be drawn from his failure to offer

cumulative or corroborative evidence. See the cases cited

in the annotation in 135 ALE 1375, 1376 et seq.

The appellee had the burden of proving the cause of the

fire, and when it failed to meet that burden, the appellants

were at liberty to use their own judgment as to how many

persons they would transport to Glasgow, Montana, and as

to how many witnesses they would call.

APPELLANTS' POINTS CONTROVERTED BY APPELLEE.

I. This Court Is Free to Review the Challeng-ed Findings

of Fact.

The appellee makes the bald assertion on page 2 of its

brief that we have lost sight of the ''fact'' that the trial

court made findings supported by evidence as to which this

Court should not substitute its judgment for the judgment

of the trial court. Actually, we made that subject the

first point in our argument, for it would be the first ques-

tion that would occur to any lawyer in connection with an

appeal involving issues of fact. See pages 28 and 29 of our

opening brief.

The only other discussion of this matter in the appellee's

brief appears on pages 28 and 29. On page 28, it is said

that ''the findings of fact * * * in some measure involve

the credibility of witnesses," but no instance is cited

where the District Court made a finding on any subject

as to which there was conflicting testimony. On page 29,

it is argued that from Webb's testimony and demeanor, as

well as from the trial judge's own observation of rivet

"F" (Exhibit 16-F, R. 140), it was peculiarly within the

discretion of the trial court to determine that this par-



ticular rivet had been heated in a forge. Webb testified

that rivet ^^F" might or might not have been heated in a
forge but that he believed it had been so heated (R. 142).

Despite the weakness of this basis for a finding, we have
argued the case on the assumption that rivets ^^F" and
'^G'' were both heated in a forge, as stated on page 33 of
our opening brief. Accordingly, we are not asking this

Court to set aside the finding on that subject made in the
opinion of the District Court (R. 32).

We submit that this appeal presents exactly the type of
case wherein this Court may and should review the find-
ings of the trial court. Nothing is required except a de-
termination whether or not certain inferences may prop-
erly be made from undisputed facts.

II. The Evidence Leaves the Cause of the Fire Conjectural.

1. The Burden of Proof.

The appellee cites several cases about proof by circum-
stantial evidence on pages 42-45 of its brief and still more
on the first eight pages of the appendix. Some of these
cases were cited in our opening brief. No Montana case
IS cited which states a different rule than the one for which
we contend-indeed no different rule would be possible
under section 93-301-13 of the Revised Code of Montana,
1947, quoted on page 30 of our brief, because that statute
reqmres evidence -which ordinarily produces moral cer-
tainty or conviction in an unprejudiced mind.''

We do not deny that circumstantial evidence may suffice
to meet a plaintiff's burden of proof and that only a pre-
ponderance of the evidence is required. The Montana rule
is clear, however, that the circumstances proved must not
only tend to support the plaintiff's explanation of them
but must also tend to exclude any other explanation, and
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that if such circumstances are equally consonant with the

plaintiff's theory and with some other theory, then the

plaintiff will fail.

The case of Harding, et al. v. //. F. Johnson, Inc.,

Mont , 7 St. Rep. 172, 178, 244 P. 2d 111, 114-

117 (1952), cited on page 43 of the appellee's brief, is not

in point because in that case the Supreme Court of Mon-

tana applied the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. There was

positive testimony that gasoline pumped by the defend-

ant's employee had flowed into the plaintiff's garage,

where it was ignited, and it did not matter how the gaso-

line came to be ignited, unless the defendant could show

that it was ignited in a manner that would relieve the de-

fendant of liability.

Standard Oil Co, of New Yorh v. R. L. Pitcher Co., 289

Fed. 678, 680, 681, 683 (C. A., First Circuit, 1923), quoted

in the excerpt from the Harding case on page 43 of the

appellee's brief, is likewise distinguishable. In the Stand-

ard Oil Co. case it was proved that the safety chain ordi-

narily used on the defendant's truck had been discarded

and that the defendant had loaded the truck without a

safety chain. There was also evidence that a static spark

could have been produced in those circumstances. The

only point as to which an inference was necessary was

whether or not a static spark had in fact been produced.

The factual basis for the required inference, found to exist

in the Standard Oil Co. case, is wholly lacking in the Mc-

Laughlin case.

In Pure Oil Co., et al. v. Chicago, Milwaukee S St. Paul

By. Co., et al., 56 Mont. 266, 274, 185 Pac. 150, 152 (1919),

cited on pages 43 and 44 of the appellee's brief, recovery

was based on a Montana statute which made the accumula-

tion of combustible materials on a railroad right-of-way

prima facie evidence of negligence, so that the railroad
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company was liable for damages caused by fire emanating
from its operations irrespective of the degree of care used
in equipping or operating its locomotive. There was proof
of the required accumulation of combustible materials,

proof of the presence of a locomotive near the oil ware-
house that Avas burned, proof that the wind drove the fire

over the intervening area, and proof that when the loco-

motive was moved immediately after the fire a pile of hot
ashes and live coals was found on the track where the loco-

motive had been and the ties at that place were burned.
The remark of the Court that the origin of fire may be
established ^^by inferences from slight circumstantial evi-

dence" must be read in the light of the facts of the Pure
Oil Co. case and must obviously be limited to inferences
which naturally follow from the circumstances proved.

2. The Conjectural Character of the Findings.

The appellee has not denied that its case requires all of
the three inferences stated on page 33 of our opening
brief. The appellee has not discussed the first two of these
inferences but has merely recited on pages 16-18 of its

brief the evidence about the finding of rivets which we
summarized on pages 10 and 11 of our own statement of
the case. No attempt has been made to discredit the
demonstration at pages 34-37 of our brief that in all prob-
ability rivets ^^F- and -G", on which the appellee's entire
case depends, were among the rejected rivets which had
been piled on a scaffold immediately above McLaughlin's
working area on the afternoon of the day of the fire. The
appellee has likewise failed to deal with the showing on
pages 37-40 of our brief regarding the insufficiency of the
record to support the inference that either rivet ^^F" or
rivet ^^G" was dropped between 4:30 and 8:00 P. M. on
the day of the fire—that is to say, at a time when Mc-
Laughlin's men were not working. The appellee's brief is
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full of references to alleged negligence at times when both

crews were working but the interval between 4 :30 and 8 :00

P. M., when the rivets must have dropped if they caused

the fire, is shunned like the plague.

On pages 18 and 37 of its brief the appellee mentions the

fact that the fire caused more damage near the top of the

forms than below. No inference as to the cause of the fire

can be drawn from that fact, however, because any cause

which operated at the top of the forms would result in

greater burning at that point than at some lower point.

The appellee appears to be particularly concerned—and

with good cause—about the length of time during which

the fire must be assumed to have smoldered if it was caused

by a hot rivet. The appellee has ignored the point that the

rivet which allegedly caused the fire may just as well

be supposed to have fallen shortly after 4:30 P. M. as

shortly before 8 :00 P. M. The record affords no basis for

assuming that this hypothetical rivet fell late rather than

early. See page 41 of the appellants' brief. It is, moreover,

obviously incredible that a rivet heated to a temperature

of 1950 to 2000 degrees started a blaze in oiled pl^^wood

which died out but left charred edges that smoldered from

one hour and three quarters to five hours and one quarter

before bursting into flame again. The appellee seeks to

avoid that difficulty by arguing, in plain defiance of the

facts, that the fire was discovered within fifteen minutes

after the Chicago Bridge men quit work. Only a remark-

ably weak case can require that sort of bolstering.

On pages 45 and 46 of our opening brief we mentioned

possible causes of the fire other than hot rivets. The appel-

lee discusses the possibility that a smoker might have

caused the fire as though the appellants had the burden of

proof. See pages 41 and 42 of the appellee's brief. That,

as we have seen, is not the law. Had the appellee been

able to produce enough evidence to justify an inference
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that a hot rivet caused the fire, that might have sufficed
to negative other possibilities, but there is no such evidence
in the record.

The courts have frequently been generous in permitting
plamtdfs to satisfy their burden of proof by rather slight
circumstantial evidence but somewhere there is a dividing
hue between proof that is sufficient and proof that is not
This IS clearly a case where that line has been crossed and
where the direct proof, even if given the most favorable
possible construction, falls short of meeting the require-
ments of the law.

III. The Findings of Fact Made by the District Court as
to the Duty of Appellants and a^ to Breaches of That
Duty Are Clearly Erroneous.

^'

SI'"'''"/lf V^' Availability of a Safe Method of HandlingRivets and the Duty of Appellants with Respect Thereto
Most of the appellee's argument about the availability

and non use of a safe method of handling rivets consist!
of a restatement of the evidence on that subject. Compare
pages 8-10 and page 31 of the appellee's brief with page
&^-54 of the appellants' brief.

theory of absolute habUity even though its case purports

nd 56 of
" "''""• '""^ ^—trated at pages 55

li M tv for^ "T"'
'"'' ^'^^ ^'^^ '""'^^y '' 'Absolutehabi ty for fire does not represent the law of Montana.We also demonstrated on pages 56 and 57 that the appellee assumed the risk of the absence of a net. As we there

Eitstoir^^;r'^^ '-'-' '^ ^-* p-™^^s-deter its work, so that it would not be riveting whileMcLaugblm was building forms, but when that permilsion
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2. The Findings of Negligence and Breaches of Duty.

A substantial portion of the appellee's brief is devoted

to a highly colored account of the alleged misdoings of

Chicago Bridge. Inflammatory phrases abound—'' callous

disregard * * * for the safety of others" (page 11); "a

most reprehensible course of conduct amounting to nothing

short of wilful and wanton disregard of the safety of the

workmen and the property of appellee" (page 31) ;
"neg-

ligently showered the workmen and property below with

hot rivets" (page 32); "wilful disregard of the rights

and safety of the McLaughlin's Construction Company's

employees and the property of the McLaughlin Construc-

tion Company" (page 40). This crescendo of denunciation

cannot conceal the basic weakness of the appellee's case.

It is too obviously exaggerated. As we pointed out on

page 59 of our opening brief, the number of specifically

proven cases of rivets dropped before the fire was small

in proportion to the number of rivets driven, and in no

such case was anything of any consequence ignited. The

statement on page 10 of the appellee's brief that as high

as three or more rivets were dropped on successive days

is not supported by the record. Only as to one day is

there testimony that more than one rivet was dropped

(R. 242-3). Furthermore, there could have been no such

reign of terror as the appellee now pictures, for McLaugh-

lin's superintendent Webb testified that on the day of the

fire, when the danger was at its height, he deemed it un-

necessary to caution any Chicago Bridge employee. He

said that "they had very little concern of us or anyone

else in the area, but if they knew our workmen were below,

they would probably depend upon us and our workmen to

put out any hot rivets or hot fires that started," and

"when they knew * * * we were not below, I assumed if

they did drop a hot rivet, why they might chase it"

(R. 186).

Such evidence as there is about dropping rivets relates
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entirely to occasions when McLaughlin's men could and
did retrieve the rivets, and extinguish any blazes they
started, all m accordance with the working arrangement
which the two contractors had, as Webb in effect admitted
There is no evidence as to what happened when the Chi-
cago Bridge men were working alone either on the day of
the fire or on previous days. We pointed out on page 58
ot our opening brief that their duty was different at such
times. It IS evident that Webb had no reason to suppose
they were not fulfilling that duty.

The whole question of negligence, like that of the scope
of the duty of Chicago Bridge, is irrelevant unless it is
proved, not only that there actually was negligence between
4:30 and 8:00 P. M. on the day of the tire, but also that
such negligence caused the fire. There is, we submit, an
utter failure of proof on both these points.

IV. The Evidence Regarding Blazes Caused by Rivets
Dropped Prior to the Occurrence of the Fire Which
Occasioned Appellee's Damage Cannot Be Considered
as Proof of the Cause of the Latter Fire.

The appellee argues that evidence that rivets werediopped and blazes were started thereby on occasions other

^2 r 7 "'"^ "' ''''' '"^^"^t ^« admissible, not

IhLLwr^ T'
'"' '"^"'^'^^ ''''''''' ^"t also toshow habitual carelessness. See page 47 of the appellee's

th w. ?? ' ^"'"'''^'^ '''''''' ^^y be proved inthat way if they need to be proved but it is improper to

l4?b,e to " 1 k"*'"'''^""
^"'^^ *^^^*^-- - -t ad-

missible to prove habitual carelessness because that proof

and 6 ?." ? '"'^ " '''' ^^ ^b^« «-• See pages 62and 63 of the appellants' brief.
p s o^

The authorities cited on pages 45-47 of the appellee'sbnef and pages 1-4 of its appendix do not estabfi!h that
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as a general rule negligence in a particular instance may

be proved by evidence of prior occurrences. Eeference to

Diamond v. Northern Pacific Railway Co., 6 Mont. 580,

583-586, 13 Pac. 367, 368-370 (1887), followed in Missoula

Trust S Savings Bank, et al. v. Northern Pacific Railway

Co., et al, 76 Mont. 201, 212, 245 Pac. 949, 953 (1926), will

make it plain that the rule announced in those cases is a

special one which was developed to meet the exigencies

of suits for damages resulting from fires allegedly caused

by sparks from railroad locomotives. The decision of this

Court in Spokane International Ry. Co. v. United States,

72 F. (2d) 440, 441, 443 (1934) likewise exemplifies the

exceptional rule' applicable in cases involving sparks from

locomotives. Indeed, the exceptional character of that rule

is recognized in 51 Corpus Juris, at page 1219, immediately

following the passage quoted on page 4 of the appellee's

appendix. Furthermore, even in the cases on which the

appellee relies there was evidence that the defendant's

locomotive had actually passed the burned premises at or

about the time the fire was discovered, whereas m the

present case there is no proof that a single hot rivet was

dropped at a time when it could have caused the fire by

which the appellee was damaged.

The opinion of the District Court sustained the appel-

lants' contention that evidence of other fires cannot be

considered on the questions of causation or of negUgence

(R 27, 36). The appellee, however, now seeks to use this

evidence for just that purpose. For example, on page 47

of its brief, the appellee lists various things which such

evidence may be used to prove and unobtrusively includes

"the likelv cause of the fire" as one of them. The reason

for such artful dodging is obvious. The appellee cannot

escape the necessity of relying solely on the position m

which rivets "F" and "G" were found on the eleventh

day after the fire unless the appellee can establish negli-

gence between 4:30 and 8:00 P. M. on the day of the fire,
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at a time when the Chicago Bridge men were working
alone, by proving that rivets were dropped and blazes were
started on previous occasions when McLaughlin's men
could and did retrieve the rivets and extinguish the blazes.
As we pointed out on page 63 of our opening brief, the
proposition thus sought to be established does not follow
from the evidence of prior occurrences. The fact, if it
be a fact, that a man was careless on one occasion, or
even on several occasions, does not prove that he 'was
careless on still another occasion, particularly if the latter
occasion presented a whole different situation than the
earlier ones. Even Webb admitted (R. 187) that he had
never found a rivet which he knew had been dropped while
the Chicago Bridge men were working alone.

V. Fegles Is Not Liable for Acts or Omissions of Chicago
Bridge.

The appellee argues in substance that Fegles had a non-
delegable duty to prevent Chicago Bridge from dropping
rivets. On pages 19 and 20 of its brief the appellee quotes
excerpts from Fegles' contract with the United States,
but these appear to be standard provisions (R. 77, 78) and
perfectly consistent with the application of the 'ordinary
rule that a principal contractor is not liable for the torts
of a subcontractor. Furthermore, it was not contemplated
when the work was sublet that it would have to be done
while McLaughlin was building forms (R. 92, 112).

The authorities cited on pages 48 and 49 of the appel-
lee's brief and on pages 8 and 9 of the appendix neither
support the appellee's position nor negative the argu-
ment made at pages 63-65 of the appellants' brief. Fegles'
habihty, if any, depends on that of Chicago Brid-e If
Chicago Bridge was liable, its liability did not resuft from
the fact that riveted surge tanks were built pursuant to
contract, but from the manner in which the riveting was
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done. In such cases only the subcontractor which did the

riveting can be liable. See Netfma.n v. Pinciis, 82 Mont.

467, 484, 267 Pac. 805, 809 (1928), cited on pages 64 and 65

of our opening brief.

VI. The District Court Erred in Allowing Interest on the

Damages Awarded to Appellee.

The appellee does not concede that section 17-204 of the

Revised Codes of Montana, 1947, is limited to contract

cases but does not argue the point and relies primarily

on section 17-205. See pages 54 and 55 of the appellee's

brief. We quoted both sections on pages 65 and 66 of our

opening brief and showed that neither section allows in-

terest unless the damages are ascertained or ascertainable

without judicial intervention. The difference is that sec-

tion 17-205 leaves the allowance of interest to the discre-

tion of the trial court even where the damages are as-

certained or ascertainable.

The following cases cited by the appellee antedate DaUj

v. S'tvift & Co., 90 Mont. 52, 67, 300 Pac. 265, 269 (1931),

cited on pages 66, 68 and 69 of our opening brief and on

pages 56, 57 and 61 of the appellee's brief, namely:

Burns v. Eminger, 84 Mont. 397, 410, 411, 276 Pac.

437, 443 (1929).

Dewell V. Northern Pacific Ry. Co., 54 Mont. 350,

359, 170 Pac. 753, 756 (1918).

Wright, et al. v. City of Butte, 64 Mont. 362, 371,

372, 210 Pac. 78, 81 (1922).

Phelps, et al. v. Great Northern Ry. Co., 66 Mont.

198, 219, 220, 213 Pac. 610, 616 (1923).

Caledonia Insura.nce Co. v. Northern Pacific Ry.

Co., 32 Mont. 46, 51, 79 Pac. 544, 546 (1905).

The Burns case, though not specifically overruled in the

Daly case, was likewise a suit for wrongful death and is

clearly inconsistent with the Daly case. The other four
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cases above listed are cited in the Duly case, without
analysis, as examples of interest awards in property dam-
age cases. We pointed out on page 66 of our opening
brief that the comment in the Daly case that the amount
of damages is ascertainable in "those cases where dam-
ages are sought for injury to, or destruction of, property"
cannot be taken as a dogmatic statement that such is
necessarily and always the fact. When the amount of
damages is not ascertainable, the underlying principle of
tlie Daly case precludes the allowance of interest, and no
useful purpose would be served by trying to determine
whether earlier cases do or not square with that princi-
ple.

On page 54 of its brief the appellee cites W. J. Lake S
to. V. Montana Horse Products Co., 109 Mont. 434, 443
97 P. 2d 590, 594, for the proposition that no demand was
necessary to start the running of interest, but the same
case makes it clear that this proposition is true only
when the debtor knows what he is to pay" In the

present case, the amount of damages ultimately awarded
was not ascertainable before the District Court made its
decision because the District Court awarded less than the
appellee claimed. Under the decision in Eskestra^d v
T under, et al, 94 Mont. 57, 65, 67, 20 P. 2d 622, 624, 625
1933), cited on pages 68 and 69 of our opening brief

that fact alone defeats the appellee's claim to interest!
The appellee seems to feel that any defendant in a prop-

erty damage ease who does not pay everything that is de-manded of him, without stopping to argue, should becharged interest from the date when the damage was done
even if he succeeds in cutting down the claim on a trial ofthe case. That clearly is not the law of Montana. It isnot even rough justice in a case where, if there is any lia-
DUity at all, the existence and amount of that liability re-main highly debatable, to say the least, as long as this suit
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CONCLUSION.

The basic issue in this case is the cause of the fire which

damaged the appellee's property. The District Court

found that the fire was caused by hot rivets in the face of

uncontradicted evidence indicating that the only two rivets

which could conceivably have been the destructive agents

fell from the scaffold where they had been piled after they

had cooled and before the fire started. The findings of

the District Court can be supported only by drawing two

other wholly incredible inferences, namely, that the rivets

in question were dropped between 4 :30 and 8 :00 P. M. on

the day of the fire, and that they started a blaze in oiled

plywood which died down without doing any immediate

damage, but nevertheless smoldered not less than an hour

and three quarters, and may equally well be supposed to

have smoldered as long as five hours and one quarter. The

entire evidence leaves the definite and firm conviction that

a mistake has been committed and that the findings of

the District Court rest on mere conjecture. In those cir-

cumstances, the findings of the trial court are clearly

erroneous within the meaning of Eule 52(a) of the Eules

of Civil Procedure for the United States District Courts,

as construed in United States v. United States Gypsum

Co., 333 U. S. 364, 395, 92 Law. Ed. 746, 766, 6S Sup. Ct.

525, 542 (1948), cited on pages 28 and 29 of our opening

brief, and therefore such findings can and should be set

aside. For these and other reasons fully set forth in our

briefs we submit that the judgment of the District Court

should be reversed and the complaint should be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

Leif Erickson,

Walker B. Davis,

Richard A. Barton,

Attorneys for Appellants.


